
CONTROL PANEL
 100% control over your own mail traffic                     Multi-client capability                     Easy management of customers and partners                

365 TOTAL PROTECTION ENTERPRISE
 Comprehensive Security & Compliance Suite for Microsoft 365
 Extended functionality and Advanced Protection Mechanisms
 Global Security Dashboard: Real-Time Attack Overview and  

 detailed Reporting

365 TOTAL ENCRYPTION
 Protection against spying by operators, hackers and secret services
 Prevents the case of successful hacks from user accounts and cloud  

 security breaches
 GDPR compliant data storage

365 TOTAL PROTECTION BUSINESS
 Seamlessly integrated Company Security Management for Microsoft 365
 Compliance, email and data security by default
 Uniform company-wide appearance with email signature features

SPAM AND MALWARE PROTECTION
 In-depth scanning of mail traffic with high efficiency filters
 Encryption of data traffic and Advanced Routing of emails
 Guaranteed 99.9% spam and 99.99% virus detection

EMAIL ENCRYPTION 
 Fully automatic, policy-based encryption of emails
 Compliance, transparency and control
 Automated certificate management

ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION
 Comprehensive protection against the latest, highly sophisticated threats
 Detection of ransomware and personalized attacks like CEO Fraud and  

 Spearphishing
 Sandboxing and highly innovative, forensic analysis engines

SIGNATURE AND DISCLAIMER 
 Active Directory integration including group-based classification
 Easiest creation and import function for HTML disclaimer through  

 WYSIWYG editor
 Simplified regulatory compliance

ARCHIVING
 Fully automatic, audit-proof email archiving
 Mobile usage and integration in Outlook possible
 Full-text search for easy retrieval of emails and attachments

CONTINUITY SERVICE 
 Consistent availability of mail traffic even during a breakdown
 Rolling backup of the mail traffic of the past 3 months
 Automatic activation in case of failure of the company mail server
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All-round protection for the cloud services from Microsoft - developed specifically for Microsoft 365.

365 TOTAL PROTECTION SUITE
Secure and legally compliant extension and optimization of your email management.

EMAIL PRODUCTIVITY 
Protection against targeted attacks such as CEO fraud, ransomware and unwanted messages.

EMAIL SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE


